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As I approached the arch, each small mirror had to be cut
differently with varying angles to fit just right within this unique
shape. I cut all the angled frames and joined them—all except the
frame for the very top mirror. I lined up all the smaller frames and
put them together using a kreg jig.

size of the mirror came out to be approximately 30"x72".
The revealing of the mirror was quite exciting, as my
client had no idea what the final design was going to look
like. She wanted it to be a surprise.
Beyond winning Design Star, which has been incredibly rewarding already, this mirror design has brought so
much satisfaction to my client and me. It’s been a lot of
fun being able to share with her both the mirror and winning the competition. Every time we see each other, she
tells me how proud they are of it and how her husband
loves showing it off in their home.
I’m inspired by her positive experience to continue
creating unique frame designs for my clients that will
become timeless statement pieces for the home. PFM
Malia H. Bolt,

The art piece they had there did not fit the room. It was disproportionate, covering up portions of the stone work. The room called out
for a large mirror to reflect the beautiful wood ceiling and to highlight the arch shape in the stonework design.
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